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Again, Donald is engaging is reflexive control which is a
Russian Active Measure. He continually attacks these
freshman congresswomen knowing that we’ll respond w
outrage & defend them & causing the Democratic caucus
to appear supportive of their more disruptive behavior and
1/

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

If Democrats want to unite around the foul language & racist 
hatred spewed from the mouths and actions of these very 
unpopular & unrepresentative Congresswomen, it will be 
interesting to see how it plays out. I can tell you that they have 
made Israel feel abandoned by the U.S.
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appear “radically leftist” to his base. The goal of this is action is to prevent

@SpeakerPelosi from reining them in and allowing more disruptive behavior to occur

splitting the Democratic Party - giving them breathing room to disrupt whether

knowingly or unknowingly. 2/

Trump et al knows that he has no shot against a unified Democratic Party in 2020.

Bernie has been losing traction to more moderate Democrat presidential candidates

and Gabbard and Yang have zero shot at diluting the democratic vote. Therefore, he

needs to foster as much chaos 3/

as possible in the party to keep factions warring with each other and not focused on

him. That’s one of the main reason why alt-righters and the Russians love AOC. I am,

in no way stating she’s a “Russian agent” or “Butina” type. She isn’t. She’s merely a

disrupting force. 4/
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Positive disruption is sometimes needed. Now isn’t the time for it. We need a stable

Democratic Party and for the most part, it is. Policy is secondary. Our solitary focus

should be winning the WH, Senate, and keeping the House in 2020 so we can win our

Republic back and 5/
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repair the damage wrought by this administration. The world needs a stable &

engaged America. We will have it if we keep our eyes on the prize. The prize being a

gov w/o foreign influence acting in the best interests of its ppl. Stay strong, Patriots.

The Republic Stands. /end


